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注射剤調製時のバイアルからの漏液量測定法の確立と 注射針形状の漏液量への影響 Hazardous drugs such as anticancer drugs have been detected in the hospital environment and urine of health professionals. These contaminations by such drugs result from the leakage of the drug from the vial at least in part when injections are prepared. However, the leakage of hazardous drugs from vials has not been studied in detail owing to the lack of appropriate assay systems for each vial. We established a new evaluation method, which enabled determination of the leaked volume from vials. Firstly leaked solution was trapped on a filter paper. Afterwards, a standard specimen was extracted and the concentration was determined by capillary electrophoresis which allows quick analysis with high resolution, linearity and reproducibility. Since the evaluation method developed gave suitable validation data, we estimated the levels of leakage from the vial when various types of injection needles were used. The result showed that the leakage level of the standard solution with 22 gage needles was significantly decreased compared with 18 gauge needles. The leakage level with short bevel needles was slightly decreased or similar compared with regular bevel. This is the first report on the evaluation of needles in terms of leakage to the best of our knowledge, and the established method should be applicable to evaluations of other injection containers and injection mixing skills of health professionals.
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